V viewpoints plications development. But cloud computing as an applications development platform did not occur overnight. The evolution occurred gradually as the cloud service vendors began opening up their proprietary infrastructures to thirdparty software engineers who wanted to build new applications and use tools or services specific to those hosting environments. a There were also network effects associated with this gradual transition that made the new development environments increasingly popular and valuable: As more tools and services as well as third-party applications be- The trend is clear that cloud-based services have become a new platform not only for using software applications but also for building them.
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AWS was particularly attractive because it was not tied to a single product and was especially good for developing online retailing applications. Amazon also made several critical services available to its cloud users, including data storage, computing infrastructure, messaging, content management, and customer billing. In recent years, AWS has expanded to include computing resources (EC2 for virtual servers and Lamda for running code); database, data storage, and content delivery services; networking administration and security services; code deployment facilities; analytics, application, and mobile support services; and a growing number of enterprise applications. c Microsoft in 2019 offered a similar collection of tools and services for its c See https://aws.amazon.com/products/ ?nc2=h_ql_prod. came available, more application developers chose to build new software for specific Web environments, which led the platform owners and thirdparties to make more tools, services, and applications available. Much like the app stores for smartphone software, Amazon, Microsoft, and Google, as well as other firms, now boast app stores for their cloud-based applications and development tools. b An early movement toward using Web environments for applications development came from companies that delivered software products as a service. In particular, Salesforce.com, founded in 1999, created a customer relationship management (CRM) product configured not as packaged Various companies would go on to offer other public hosting services for SaaS products but Amazon quickly became the market leader for hosting as well as Web-based applications development. It had over 400,000 developers registered as early as 2008 to use Amazon Web Services (AWS). 6 viewpoints ity to run different applications in a software environment that emulates different hardware platforms), data storage, and networking. 9 The total size of the information technology market in 2018, including software, hardware, and services, was estimated to be approximately $3 trillion. 2 Cloud revenues remained a relatively small part of this total number but were growing 20% to 30% annually: SaaS revenues in 2018 were estimated at over $55 billion; IaaS revenues approximately $45 billion; and PaaS revenues just under $11 billion. Public cloud services cut across all three categories, with AWS by far the market leader in recent years. Gartner and Goldman Sachs put AWS's mid-2019 market share at 47%, followed by Microsoft (22%), Alibaba (8%), and Google (7%). 8 Among these companies, Microsoft's Web business was growing the fastest. We can expect further growth but also intensifying vendor competition between Microsoft and Amazon, especially for enterprise users. Both companies offer the most popular cloud platforms and marketplaces for software development as well as powerful IaaS platforms for running those applications. There is now little doubt that Microsoft-which made its fortune from packaged versions of Windows and Office-has successfully made a transition in its business model from desktop software to the cloud. hosting service users and application developers. Its shift to the cloud began in 2010, when Microsoft began to offer Azure as an online service consisting mainly of Windows Live and Office Live. Azure initially appeared to be a weak competitor to Amazon and Google because of Microsoft's strong preference for the packaged software business model. That preference gradually changed as increasing numbers of Microsoft customers asked for software delivered as a service and preferred to pay via short-term licenses and annual subscriptions. d Google was an early innovator in Web services but lost ground to Amazon and Microsoft probably because it lacked the experience, and the strategy, to sell services to enterprises. Most of what Google offers its users (except advertisers) it offers for free. However, this may change in the future. Google is now spending billions of dollars to upgrade its cloud infrastructure and marketing efforts, with the intention of attracting more enterprise users for its services. 1 As we look back, though, it is Microsoft that most stands out for its successful shift in strategy under CEO Satya Nadella that led the company to repackage many of its key software products and development tools as online services. 3 new applications using the Azure Web services and ran them on the Azure platform rather than on Windows. Microsoft lumps several cloud services together, but one estimate is that, in fiscal 2018, Microsoft had revenues of approximately $23 billion from Azure out of total company revenues of $110 billion. The Azure business in 2018 and 2019 was also growing at annual rates between 70% and 90%. 5, 8 This growth has helped propel Microsoft beyond Apple and Amazon to become the most valuable publicly listed company in the world, with a market value over $1 trillion. For the past 10 years or so, industry analysts have been tracking cloud software revenues in increasing detail, with annual reports on the different market segments. "Software as a Service" refers to software products delivered via the Web and priced generally on a subscription or on-demand basis, with the full applications stack and data running on the software company's cloud servers. "Platform as a Service" (PaaS) refers to features that users access via the cloud while managing their own software applications and data on internal (onpremises) company servers. These features include middleware applications, the operating system and updates, data storage, networking, and tools for developing new applications. PaaS covers the new cloud-based innovation platforms. There is also "Infrastructure as a Service" (IaaS), which generally refers to when customers manage their own applications, databases, middleware, and operating systems while receiving some basic services via the cloud. These other services include virtualization (the abil-We can expect further growth but also intensifying vendor competition between Microsoft and Amazon, especially for enterprise users.
